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Abstra t

We address the question of whi h synta ti representation is best
suited for FrameNet-based semanti analysis of English text. We ompare analyzers based on dependen ies and onstituents, and a dependen y syntax with a ri h set of grammati al fun tions with one with
a smaller set. Our study demonstrates that dependen y-based and
onstituent-based analyzers give roughly equivalent performan e, and
that a ri her set of fun tions has a positive inuen e on argument
lassi ation for verbs.
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Introdu tion

The role-semanti
automati
semanti

paradigm (see [12℄, inter alia ) is a prominent model in

semanti

analysis.

analysis relies

With a few ex eptions (e.g.

[9℄), role-based

ru ially [13, 21℄ on some sort of synta ti

represen-

tation as input.
Sin e synta ti

stru ture is generally

onsidered important for semanti

analysis, the question arises on how to best design this representation to fa ilitate analysis. Most systems for automati
Penn-style

role-semanti

analysis have used

onstituent syntax [15℄ via Collins' [8℄ or Charniak's [7℄ parser.

An ex eption is a semanti

analyzer based on Combinatorial Category Gram-

mar [11℄. Dependen y syntax has rarely been used for this task, and with
medio re results [20℄, although many linguists argue that dependen ies are
a more intuitive way to explain the syntax-semanti s interfa e [18℄.
On the other hand, dependen y syntax and parsing have re ently attra ted mu h interest in the NLP resear h
signi ant improvements in parsing a
investigate whether role-semanti
of-the-art dependen y parsers
onstituent syntax.

ommunity [6℄, whi h has led to

ura y. It is therefore interesting to

analyzers based on the output of state-

an be

In addition, we

ompetitive with analyzers based on
an posit that the expressivity of the

dependen y stru tures (i.e. the size of the set of grammati al fun tions)
be an important parameter inuen ing the performan e of the analysis.

an

In this paper, we des ribe a set of experiments in whi h we
performan e of

on the three main subtasks of FrameNet-based role-semanti

2

ompare the

onstituent-based and dependen y-based semanti

analyzers

analysis.

Overview of FrameNet

FrameNet [3℄ is a medium-sized lexi al database that lists des riptions of
English words in Fillmore's paradigm of Frame Semanti s [10℄. In this framework, the relations between predi ates (or in FrameNet terminology, target

words ) and their arguments are des ribed by means of semanti
frame

frames. A

an intuitively be thought of as a template that denes a set of slots,

the frame elements, that represent parts of a

on eptual stru ture and

respond to its prototypi al parti ipants or properties.
target word want and its arguments form a

or-

In Example 1, the

ompound stru ture by means

of the frame Desiring. This frame has 14 possible frame elements in total.
Three of them are instantiated in the example below: Experien er, Fo-

al_parti ipant, and Event:

Do [I]Experien

(1)

er want [him]Fo al_parti ipant [to see me]Event?

The initial versions of FrameNet were restri ted to des ribing situations
and events, i.e. typi ally verbs and their nominalizations. Currently, however, FrameNet denes frames for a wider range of semanti
word

relations and

lasses. The set of frames for a word also serves as its sense inventory,

whi h in most

ases is more

oarse-grained than its WordNet

For instan e, for the verb want, the Desiring frame roughly
WordNet senses 14, while the Possession frame

ounterpart.

orresponds to

orresponds to WordNet

sense 5.
The FrameNet pa kage

•

A frame ontology

onsists of the following main parts:

onsisting of a set of frames, frame elements for

ea h frame, and relations su h as is-a, uses, and

ausative-of between

frames.

•

A list of lexi al units :

word senses paired with their

orresponding

frames.

•

A

olle tion of example senten es that provide lexi al eviden e for the

frames and the

•

Two small

orresponding lexi al units.

orpora of full-text annotation.

These

orpora were re-

ently added to the FrameNet pa kage to fa ilitate statisti al analysis
of frame-semanti

stru tures in real text.

While the primary purpose of FrameNet is lexi al-semanti
is widely

onje tured that when it matures, it

resear h, it

an play an important role in

NLP appli ations, most obviously when there is a need of template-lling.

3

Automati

Frame-Semanti

Analysis

Several resear h prototypes have been implemented that automati ally
stru t frame-semanti

stru tures from text.

on-

They have almost ex lusively

been statisti al systems.
The task of frame-semanti

analysis is usually divided into three main

subtasks: dete tion and disambiguation of target words, dete tion of semanti

arguments, and nally

lassi ation of arguments (see Figure 1).

Do I want him to see me ?

Target word detection
and frame assignment

PERCEPTION_EXPERIENCE

Do I [want] him to [see] me ?
DESIRING

Argument detection

PERCEPTION_EXPERIENCE

Do [I] [want] [him] [to [see] [me] ] ?
DESIRING

Argument classification

PERCEPTION_EXPERIENCE
PERCEIVER_PASSIVE
PHENOMENON

Do [I] [want] [him] [to [see] [me] ] ?
EXPERIENCER

FOCAL_P. EVENT

DESIRING

Figure 1: The stages in the frame-semanti

stru ture extra tion pro ess.

Although it is generally agreed  from both a linguisti

and a ma hine-

learning perspe tive [22℄  that the best performan e is obtained when the
tasks are solved jointly, it is easiest from an engineering point of view, and
omputationally less expensive, to treat them as independent tasks that are
solved sequentially.

3.1 Implementation of Semanti Analyzers
For both the

onstituent-based and the dependen y-based semanti

we implemented the three subtasks as statisti al
ve tor ma hines; the rst

analyzer,

lassiers using support

lassier assigns a frame to a given target word,

the se ond de ides whether a given node in a

onstituent or dependen y

parse tree represents an argument for a given predi ate, and the nal one
assigns a semanti

role to a node that has been identied as an argument by

the previous step. The se ond step also makes use of a set of ltering rules
to redu e the number of potential arguments [24℄.
To build statisti al models for the

lassiers, we

FrameNet example senten es and the full-text

olle ted data from the

orpora.

ample senten es are not statisti ally representative, they
i anltly to the lexi al

overage as the full-text

Although the exontribute signif-

orpora are small.

building full statisti al models from all the training data is very

Sin e

omputa-

tionally intensive and takes several days, we used only a fra tion of the data
to be able to investigate a larger set of parameters.
The following three subse tions give an overview of whi h features are
used by the

lassiers. Most of the features are shared by the

based and the dependen y-based semanti

analyzers. Examples of the fea-

tures are given with respe t to the Example 1 and the
stituent and dependen y parse trees, shown in Figure 2.
also summarized in Table 1. The features used by the
the dependen y-based

onstituent-

orresponding

on-

The features are

onstituent-based and

lassiers are indi ated by C and D, respe tively.

SQ
VP
S
NP

ROOT−SQ
VP

NP

VC
SBJ

NP

Do I want him to see me ?

Do

P
OPRD
OBJ
VMOD OBJ

I want him to see me ?

Figure 2: Constituent and dependen y trees for the example senten e.

Target
disambiguation
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D

Features
Frames
TargetLemma
ChildWordSet
ParentWord

Argument
identi ation

Argument
lassi ation

C,D

C,D

C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C
C
C
C
D
D

C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D

FEs
TargetPOS
Voi e
Position
ArgWord/POS
LeftWord/POS
RightWord/POS
C-Sub at

C

C-Path
PhraseType
GovCat

D

D-Sub at
D-Path
Fun tion
ChildDepSet
ChildWordDepSet

D
D

D

Table 1: Features used by the

3.1.1

lassiers.

Common Features

The following features are used by both the
den y-based semanti
heads of

onstituent-based and the depen-

analyzers. Head-nding rules [14℄ were applied when

onstituents were needed.

Frames. The set of frames listed in FrameNet for a lemma. For instan e,
for the verb want, FrameNet lists Desiring and Possession.

TargetLemma. The lemma of the target word itself, e.g. want.
ChildWordSet.

The set of dependent head words of the target word.

For see, this set is { to, me }.

ParentWord. The word of the parent word of the target. For see in the
example, this is want.

FEs.

For a given frame, the set of available frame elements listed in

FrameNet.

For instan e, for see in the Per eption_experien e

frame, we have 12 frame elements: Degree, Per eiver_passive,

Phenomenon, . . .
TargetPOS. Part-of-spee h tag for the target word.

Voi e.

For verbs, this feature is A tive or Passive.

For other types of

words, it is not dened.

Position. Position of the head word of the argument with respe t to the
target word: Before, After, or On.

HeadWord and HeadPOS. Word and part-of-spee h tag of the argument.
LeftWord and LeftPOS. Word and part-of-spee h tag of the leftmost
dependent of the argument head.

RightWord and RightPOS. Word and part-of-spee h tag of the rightmost dependent of the argument head.

3.1.2

Features Used by the Constituent-based Analyzer

C-Sub at. Sub ategorization frame:

orresponds to the phrase-stru ture

rule used to expand the phrase around the target.
example, this feature is

For want in the

VP→VB S.

C-Path. A string representation of the path through the
from the target word to the argument
path from want to I is

↑VP-↑SQ-↓NP.

PhraseType. Phrase type of the argument

onstituent, e.g.

GovCat. Governing ategory: this feature is either
starting at the argument
a

VP

S,

NP

for him.

S or VP, and is found by

onstituent and moving upwards until either

or a senten e node (S,

him, this feature is

onstituent tree

onstituent. For instan e, the

SINV,

or

SQ) is found. For instan e, for
VP. This an be thought of as

while for me, it is

a very primitive way of distinguishing subje ts and obje ts.

3.1.3

Features Used by the Dependen y-based Analyzer

D-Sub at.

Sub ategorization frame:

dependents

the grammati al fun tions of the

on atenated. For want, this feature is

OBJ+OPRD.

D-Path. A string representation of the path through the dependen y tree
from the target node to the argument node. Moving upwards through
verb

hains is not

from want to I is

ounted in this path string. In the example, the path

↓SBJ.

Fun tion. The grammati al fun tion of the argument node. For dire t
dependents of the target, this feature is identi al to the D-Path.

ChildDepSet. The set of grammati al fun tions of the dire t dependents
of the target node. For instan e, for want, this set is {

OBJ, OPRD

}.

ChildWordDepSet. The set of word/fun tion pairs of the dependents of
the target. For instan e, for want, this set is { him-OBJ, see-OPRD }.
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Experiments

The purpose of the experiments is twofold:
dependen y-based semanti

analyzers are

rst, to investigate whether

ompetitive with

onstituent-based

analyzers; se ondly, to measure the inuen e of the ri hness of the set of
grammati al fun tions. In addition, we would like to measure the inuen e
of formalisms rather than of parsing performan e, so we used two parsers of
ea h type.
To train and evaluate the dependen y-based semanti
the training and test

analyzers, we parsed

orpora using two freely available parsers:

Malt-

Parser [19℄ and MSTParser [17℄. They were both trained on a dependen y treebank that had been automati ally
bank using the LTH
ing a labeled a

onverted from the Penn Tree-

onstituent-to-dependen y

onversion tool [14℄, a hiev-

ura y of 87.4% and 86.9% on se tion 23 of the WSJ part

of the Treebank, respe tively.

In addition, we trained a model for Malt-

Parser using Penn2Malt [1℄ whi h gives a dependen y representation
with a smaller set of grammati al fun tions. This model a hieves a labeled
a

ura y of 90.3% on WSJ se tion 23.
For the

onstituent-based analyzers, we used the popular Collins' [8℄ and

Charniak's [7℄ parsers. Although grammati al fun tions (subje t, lo ative,
temporal, . . . ) are available in the Treebank, they are not available in the
output of these parsers. The published labeled pre ision and re all gures
for these parsers are 88.1/87.5 and 89.5/89.6, respe tively.

Collins' parser

omes with three dierent parsing models; in the experiments, we report the
result for the best-performing amongst the three models.
This gives us in total ve semanti

analyzers that we studied for ea h

experiment: MaltParser and MSTParser with LTH-style dependen ies,

MaltParser with Penn2Malt dependen ies, and Collins' and Charniak's
onstituent parsers. In the experiments, we studied only target words that
were adje tives, adverbs, noun, and verbs, sin e annotated data are more
reliable for these word

lasses. All the tests were run on the test data from

the SemEval-2007 task on Frame-semanti

Stru ture Extra tion [2℄.

test

ontains 970 target words and

orpus

onsists of 120 senten es and

1,663 semanti

arguments, not

The

ounting null-instantiated arguments.

4.1 Target Word Dete tion and Frame Disambiguation
Table 2 shows the pre ision, re all, and F1 measures for target word dete tion
and disambiguation. In addition, the last
a

olumn shows the disambiguation

ura y when the target word is given. When a number appears in boldfa e,

this denotes that the dieren e between this gure and the best gure has
at least 95% statisti al signi an e a

Parser
Malt/P2M
Malt/LTH
MST/LTH
Charniak
Collins

P
74.1
73.1
73.8
74.4
73.7

ording to a M Nemar test.

R
68.8
67.8
68.4
70.1
68.5

F1
71.4
70.3
71.0
72.2
71.1

A ura y
85.7
84.5

85.1
85.4
86.6

Table 2: Target word dete tion/disambiguation performan e.
Interestingly, the performan e on this task seems to be negatively ae ted
by the ri h set of grammati al fun tions  the two parsers that use the LTH
dependen y format s ore lower than the dependen y parser that uses the

Penn2Malt format and the two

onstituent parsers.

Sin e the dependen y-based disambiguation
than their
may be a

onstituent-based

lassiers use more features

ounterparts, we believe that this dieren e

ase of the  urse of dimensionality  the large number of features

makes the learning

urve rise slowly.

We intend to

arry out a series of

feature engineering experiments to investigate this more thoroughly.

4.2 Semanti Argument Dete tion
In the next experiment, we investigated the performan e of argument dete tion when target words and frames were given. An argument was
orre tly dete ted if its bra keting

ounted as

oin ided with the bra keting in the gold

standard, disregarding pun tuation. Table 3 shows the pre ision, re all, and
F1 measures. The table gives results for all targets and for verb targets.

Parser
Malt/P2M
Malt/LTH
MST/LTH
Charniak
Collins

All targets
P
R
F1
62.1 52.0 56.6
65.6 53.1 58.7
57.6 51.2 54.2
65.8 51.7 57.9
63.4 53.0 57.7

Table 3: Semanti

Verb targets
P
R
F1
64.5 57.5 60.8
70.2 58.8 64.0
58.4 54.9 56.6
73.9 61.7 67.3
73.5 61.1 66.7

argument dete tion performan e.

The most striking dis repan y in the table is the low performan e of the
semanti

analyzer based on MSTParser; the dieren es are mu h larger

than the dieren e in parsing a

ura y on the WSJ. A possible reason for

this dieren e may be that MSTParser reportedly performs slightly worse

than MaltParser on short-distan e links [16℄, whi h possibly would in lude
most arguments.
The other two dependen y-based analyzers perform well, espe ially the
model using LTH-style grammati al fun tions, whi h outperforms the

onsti-

tuent-based analyzers by 0.8 points for argument dete tion over all targets.
For verbs, on the other hand, the

onstituent-based analyzers outperform

all the dependen y-based ones by a wide margin. Inspe tion of the output
data indi ates that a part of the low gures for the dependen y-based systems
may be explained by ambiguity introdu ed by
instan e,

oordination and raising. For

onsider the target word listen and the possible argument He in the

senten es He wat hes and I listen and He wat hes and listens. Parse trees
for these senten es are shown in Figure 3.

For

onstituent-based analysis,

an use the C-Path feature to learn to distinguish the

the system

when He is an argument (VP

oordination) and the

oordination). The D-Path feature, on the other hand,
the two

ase

ase when it is not (S
annot distinguish

ases for the dependen y-based analyzers.

S

S

S
NP

S
VP

NP

VP
VP

NP

He watches and I listen
ROOT−S
SBJ

VP

He watches and listens
ROOT−S

COORD
CC

VP

SBJ

SBJ

He watches and I listen
Figure 3: Parse trees of

COORD
CC

He watches and listens
oordination examples.

There are a number of solutions to this problem for the dependen y
ase. First, we

ould have represented the

oordination using the

as head, whi h would have removed the ambiguity.
would be to distinguish dierent types of

onjun tion

The se ond solution

oordination in the dependen y

trees, su h as S- oordination and VP- oordination. Finally, a multi-headed
representation

ould be used, su h as in the Danish Dependen y Treebank

[23℄. Whether any of these more

omplex representations would improve verb

argument dete tion remains to be seen, sin e they make statisti al parsing
more di ult. We leave this question to future work.

4.3 Semanti Argument Classi ation
In the nal experiment, we gave the system as input the target words and
the

orresponding frames, and the argument bra ketings. Table 4 shows the

argument

lassi ation a

ura y for all targets and for verb targets. Here,

the analyzers based on LTH-style dependen ies outperform the

onstituent-

based analyzers. This dieren e is even more prominent for verbs; we believe
that this is be ause the LTH dependen y graphs use 39 dierent labels for
verb arguments and adjun ts, while the Penn2Malt graph only uses ve.
For non-verb modiers on the other hand, the LTH and Penn2Malt dependen y styles use the same labels.

Parser
Malt/P2M
Malt/LTH
MST/LTH
Charniak
Collins

All targets
69.5
69.9
70.4

Verb targets

67.8

69.8

68.9

72.5

Table 4: Semanti

role

70.5

74.2
73.6

lassi ation a

ura y.

To further assess the inuen e of grammati al fun tion on the
tion a

lassi a-

ura y, we performed a feature engineering study. For the dependen y-

based analyzers, the information about the grammati al fun tion is en oded
in the D-Path and Fun tion features.
a

ura y varies a

Table 5 shows the

ording to the feature set. It is

lassi ation

lear that at least one of

the D-Path and Fun tion features is ne essary for a

urate

lassi ation.

Interestingly, it seems that the best performan e is a hieved when D-Path
is left out. This also redu es the

lassier

omplexity sin e Fun tion has

a mu h smaller range than D-Path.

Feature set
D-Path

Fun tion

+
+
-

+
+
-

Table 5: Dependen y-based role

All targets
69.9
70.0
69.4

Verb targets
74.2
75.3
74.8

68.5

72.3

lassi ation a

We performed a similar experiment for

ura y by feature set.

onstituents (Table 6); here, the

information about the grammati al fun tion is en oded in the C-Path and

GovCat features. The result suggests that both features are ne essary for
best a
more

ura y  the C-Path feature should not be removed, whi h gives a
omplex

lassier sin e the range of this feature is very large.

Feature set
C-Path

GovCat

+
+
-

+
+
-

All targets
67.8
66.9
66.9
66.8

Table 6: Constituent-based role
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Verb targets
69.8
70.1
69.3

lassi ation a

68.5

ura y by feature set.

Perspe tives

This study has showed that frame-semanti

analysis an be done with roughly

the same performan e when using dependen y syntax as when using

on-

stituent syntax. This is a satisfa tory result, sin e for many languages only
one type of parser may be available.
The most signi ant dieren e seems to be whether the output synta ti
stru ture

ontains information about grammati al fun tions or not. In this

study, we

ompared a dependen y grammar that had a ri h set of fun tions

(39 labels) for verb dependents with one that had a small set (ve labels), and
showed that the ri her set leads to a signi ant improvement in argument
lassi ation a

ura y for verbs.

For noun and adje tive modiers on the

other hand, there was no dieren e in the set of grammati al fun tions, and
onsequently no dieren e in

lassi ation performan e.

One dire tion that was not pursued in this study is to

onsider

on-

stituent trees with labeled edges, as exemplied by the TIGER treebank
[5℄. Although the Penn Treebank uses grammati al fun tions, they are not
present in the output of the popular
be

onstituent parsers. However, they

an

an be obtained by applying a post-pro essing step [4℄.
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